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1 Introduction

We are increasingly relying on Artificial Intelligence (AI)-related ap-
plications to perform tasks that human intelligence would take too 
long to deliver. As the philosopher Luciano Floridi pointed out, we 
live in an ‘infosphere’ which is becoming not only more dependent on 
AI but also, in Floridi’s words, ‘increasingly well adapted to AI’s lim-
ited capacities’ (2013, 131). I have shown in Technologies of the Self 
Portrait (2022) how technology has always played a significant role in 
how artists have framed what we call ‘self’ through the ages. I have 
also shown in the same study that the ‘self’ is becoming more and 
more distributed, constituting an increasingly open system formed 
by self-replicating production points that facilitate its persistence in 
an augmented state, part of a machine-readable network within the 
Internet of Things. Much has been said about how machines learn 
from humans (e.g., Suchman 2006) and how humans learn from ma-
chines, acknowledging that learning is becoming intrinsically linked 
to machines, that human-machine teamwork is being created as a 
new form of industry, Industry 5.0 (e.g., Kaasinen et al. 2022), and 
that metahuman systems are formed as a consequence of this pro-
cess (e.g., Lyytinen, Nickerson, King 2020). Here, I look specifically 
into how artists have presented the role played by AI in shaping these 
human-machine entanglements. To this extent, I analyse a set of pi-
oneering artworks, including Lynn Hershman Leeson’s Agent Ruby 
(2002), Mario Klingemann’s Circuit Training (2019), Kate Crawford 
and Trevor Paglen’s Training Humans (2020), and Luca Viganò’s The 
First (2021), to illustrate, with the assistance of ChatGPT and GPT-
4, what we think AI does, who it thinks we are, and what happens 
when our ‘self’ must be framed so that it can be machine readable. 

While the technology we are using to generate the latest version 
of AI is new, the thought of there being some form of artificial intel-
ligence that could defend, outsmart, or even replace humans has de-
fined human mythology and literature for centuries. Thus, in ancient 
Greek mythology Talos, the giant automaton made of bronze, alleg-
edly created by Hephaestus at the request of Zeus to protect Europa, 
his consort, was thought to have defended the island of Crete from 
invading ships. In more modern times, Edgar Allan Poe interesting-
ly postulated that a mind was operating the automaton chess player 
The Turk featuring in his essay “Mälzel’s Chess Player” (1836). This 
had been based on Wolfgang von Kempelen’s 1770 fake automaton 
that allowed a human player to hide inside and operate a chess play-
ing machine which was famously played by Napoleon and Benjamin 
Franklin. Even more recently Karel Capek’s play R.U.R (1921) con-
tained an ‘organic’ robot which for the first time constituted a plau-
sible alternative and indeed also deadly threat to humans. These 
early examples illustrate how we imagined, over the centuries, that 
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artificial forms of intelligence could protect us, compete with us, and 
even replace us. So, what is the difference then between these early 
representations of cyborgs, robots and ‘minds’, and current forms of 
artificial intelligence such as ChatGPT and its later version GPT-4?

The first difference is that current representations of AI are in 
fact not representations. They are forms of intelligence which, from 
an ontological perspective, have an autonomous existence in that 
they constitute autonomous systems capable of thinking and per-
forming work. This intelligence includes a form of ‘self’ reflection, 
though AI, of course, has no ‘self’. Thus ChatGPT, a ‘sibling model to 
InstructGPT’, has been specifically trained to answer questions, ad-
mit to mistakes, reject incorrect premises and requests. Technically, 
both ChatGPT and its later iteration GPT-4 are large scale multimod-
al models which can accept images and texts and produce various 
kinds of outputs. ChatGPT is a new application of GANs (Generative 
Adversarial Networks), a kind of neural network using two competing 
networks, a generator and a discriminator, to create realistic look-
ing outputs (Goodfellow et al. 2014). According to its makers, GPT-4 
“exhibits human-level performance on various professional and ac-
ademic benchmarks, including passing a simulated bar exam with a 
score around the top 10% of test takers” (OpenAI 2023). However, 
GPT-4, like its predecessors, can suffer from “hallucinations” in that 
it is not fully reliable, does not learn from experience, and has a lim-
ited “context window” (OpenAI 2023). The mission of the company 
that produced GPT-4 and its predecessors, has been to “ensure that 
artificial general intelligence – AI systems that are generally smart-
er than humans – benefit all of humanity” (OpenAI, emphasis in the 
original). Thus, the OpenAI Charter suggests that the autonomous 
system must generate broadly distributed benefits; promote long-
term safety; provide technical leadership; will be able to cooperate 
with others (OpenAI 2018). Among its key principles are the empow-
erment of humanity “to flourish in the universe”; to share the ben-
efits “widely and fairly”, and to “navigate massive risks” together 
(OpenAI). These statements show how GPT-4 was meant to provide 
reliable, safe, equitable assistance to ‘all’. But even when it does not 
hallucinate, ultimately, GPT-4 has various limitations, which, in turn, 
force its users into framing their language so that the AI may under-
stand what is asked of it. What results from these processes of fram-
ing and unframing is not only an evolving form of human computer 
interaction but also a somewhat troubled interdependence in which 
both parties are becoming precariously implicated in second guess-
ing each other’s mistakes. The examples I have chosen include text-
centered and image-oriented models that exemplify how we think we 
ought to frame ourselves for machine reading. Here, I do not so much, 
as the cultural and new media theorist Lev Manovich’s recent study 
illustrates, focus on whether AI integration in cultural production 
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produces a decrease in aesthetic variability and how this can be de-
fined or measured (OpenAI 2018), but rather I show how we start-
ed to frame and unframe our ‘selves’ in the context of a burgeoning 
dependence on machines not only from an epistemological but also 
from an ontological perspective.

2 The Advent of AI

The turning point for AI was the year 1956, the date of the Dart-
mouth Conference, New Hampshire, which has been described as 
“the event which put AI on the map” (Schopman 1987, 165-219, em-
phasis in the original). Six years before, the mathematician Alan Tu-
ring had created a test based on an ‘imitation game’, which is still 
commonly used to check whether a machine is thinking. This typi-
cally features three participants, a man, a woman and a third per-
son who are separate from each other. The latter is asked to work 
out who the man is and who the woman is. The man must deceive 
the third person while the woman must help them. Turing’s test sub-
stitutes one of the people with a machine, so that the third person 
must guess who is and who is not human. Following the Dartmouth 
Conference, several programs were created that aimed to challenge 
the Turing Test which evidence the evolution of training image and 
word sets from the 1960s to the present day.

In 1966, the computer scientist Joseph Weizenbaum created a pro-
gram which appeared to pass the Turing test. The program, known 
as ELIZA, worked by examining users’ typed comments for keywords 
so that it could simulate conversation that gave the illusion it was un-
derstanding the conversation when in fact it wasn’t. If a keyword was 
found, a rule that transforms the users’ comments was applied, and 
the resulting sentence was returned. If a keyword was not found, ELI-
ZA responded with a generic answer or by repeating one of the earli-
er comments. This process allowed ELIZA to use a series of scripts, 
most famously DOCTOR, which simulated a psychotherapist of the 
Rogerian school in which the therapist reflects back the patients’ 
words to them. Weizenbaum’s program famously tricked some peo-
ple into believing that they were talking to an actual person, with 
some being “very hard to convince that ELIZA [...] is not human” (We-
izenbaum 1966, 42, emphasis in the original). This is now referred 
to as the ELIZA effect. Shortly after, in 1972, the psychiatrist Ken-
neth Colby created PARRY, a program described as “ELIZA with at-
titude” (Bowden 2006, 370). PARRY attempted to model the behav-
iour of a paranoid schizophrenic, using a similar and slightly more 
advanced approach to the one used by Weizenbaum. PARRY was test-
ed in the early 1970s using a variation of the Turing test. For this, 
a group of psychiatrists analysed a combination of actual patients 
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and computers running PARRY through teleprinters. Another group 
of psychiatrists were subsequently shown transcripts of the conver-
sations. The two groups were then asked to identify which of the ‘pa-
tients’ were human, and which were computer programs (Colby et 
al. 1972, 220). The psychiatrists were able to make the correct iden-
tification only 52% – a figure that could be said to be consistent with 
random guessing (Colby et al. 1972, 220). Both ELIZA and PARRY 
were groundbreaking but ultimately still relied on sets of pre-pro-
grammed rules and scripts to operate.

Just over thirty years after the Dartmouth Conference, and fol-
lowing the creation of ELIZA and PARRY, the sociologist Sherry Tur-
kle noted that AI “subverts traditional notions of the autonomous 
self in a way that parallels the psychoanalytic enterprise”. Thus, she 
continued, 

most people see the autonomous self as an unproblematic idea be-
cause they have a day-to-day experience of having one. Our eve-
ryday language captures that experience and expresses the idea 
of free will; we say, ‘I act’, ‘I do’, ‘I desire’. (Turkle 1988, 244-5) 

But in fact, there is no real ‘I’. Thus, Turkle noted,

inherent in psychoanalysis is a more radical doubt. The uncon-
scious does not constrain; it constitutes a decentered self. Inher-
ent in AI is an even more threatening challenge: If mind is a pro-
gram, where is the self? It puts into question not only whether the 
self is free, but whether there is one at all’. (Turkle 1988, 245).

Thus, inherent to our relation to AI, as Turkle shows, is the fact that 
we try to delegate our ‘I’ or ‘self’ to the AI. We not only want it to 
think, but we also want it to think for us. Moreover, we want it to be 
conscious about it, so that it can inform us about it. What becomes 
the difference then, in talking to AI, between ‘I’ and ‘you’, ‘me’ and 
‘we’? Who or what is ‘we’ in this context? I ask the latest Open AI, 
ChatGPT and, as the platform switched half-way through writing 
this article, GPT-4.

GPT-4 not only suggests that consciousness or subjective expe-
rience may in fact emerge from a hybridization among humans-ma-
chines-AI but also becomes ambivalent about its position in relation 
to it by unexpectedly using the term ‘we’, which seems to point to an 
entanglement between humans and AI in relation to machines that, 
in turn, raises the question as to whether a shared consciousness is 
possible [fig. 1]. 

The ‘self’, as I show in Technologies of the Self Portrait, does not 
exist as such. What we perceive as our ‘self’ is produced by the ongo-
ing framing, unframing, re-framing of our perception of ourselves in 
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time and space in relation to a hypothetical other, ‘you’, Baudelaire’s 
famous “Hypocrite lecteur, — mon semblable, — mon frère”. Thus, 
our self is inextricably implicated in its perception by and through 
others. As the neuroscientist Antonio Damasio explained, the self, 
which is at the heart of our ability to engage and participate in the 
world, in fact

requires a composite representation of the ongoing state of the or-
ganism as reflected in subcortical and cortical somatic maps with-
in the central nervous system. (Damasio 2003, 253)

In this sense, the self originates through a relational form of map-
ping. Hence there is literally a displacement occurring between this 
act of mapping and consciousness. This, as Damasio shows, has two 
consequences. First, the self is so continuously and consistently re-
constructed that the owner never knows it is being remade and, sec-
ond, our ‘metaself’ “only ‘learns’ about the ‘now’ an instant later” 
so that our presence, as we perceive it, is always already in the past 
(Damasio 1994, 240). This process of reflection therefore implicates 
two environments, that of the subject, the ‘I’, and that of the other, 
the ‘you’. In recent times, we started to use more and more complex 
interconnected machines that allow us to see ourselves immersed in 
virtual, augmented, and mixed realities. This has resulted in the cre-
ation of human-machine entanglements in which the world of the dig-
ital image and that of the physical world have become indistinguish-
able (Pinotti 2017), in which the ‘you’ is in fact the machine. GPT-4 
defines these entanglements as in Figure 2. 

Figure 1 GPT-4, screenshot, 2023
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At present GPT-4 defines human-AI interaction as a form of entangle-
ment at the level of cognitive and informational processing [fig. 2]. But, 
as we know from Damasio, it is also partly at that level that we map 
what we call ‘self’. Yet, as the philosopher Byung-Chul Han indicat-
ed, at present not only does AI not comprehend what it finds, but al-
so, as a consequence of AI’s mechanical intelligence, our thinking is 
in danger of becoming more mechanical (cf. Han 2022, 55-6). In oth-
er words, by becoming entangled with something that is not yet as 
complex as the human mind, we risk having to mechanise our own 
thinking processes, so that they may remain intelligible to machines.

3 The Predecessor: Lynn Hershman Leeson’s Agent Ruby

To unpack the complexity of the repercussions of these reflections I 
will now describe one of the earliest works in this field, Agent Ruby, 
an interactive multiuser work which was developed between 1998-
2002 by US Bay Area artist Lynn Hershman Leeson. In the interme-
dia artist and researcher Meredith Tromble’s 2005 edited volume 
The Art and Films of Lynn Hershman Leeson, Hershman Leeson re-
counts that she first conceived of Agent Ruby in 1993, when she “re-
alized that a continuously breeding, live virus on the Net could create 
a global mirror” (Hershman Leeson 2005, 94). Because of the diffi-
culties in persuading people at the time to build an artificially intel-
ligent artwork, Hershman Leeson started to work on Agent Ruby by 
creating an expanded cinema project, Teknolust (2002), where the bi-
ogeneticist Rosetta Stone, played by Tilda Swinton, injects her DNA 
in three self-replicating automatons who must venture into the real 
word to obtain supplies of the Y chromosome in the form of semen 

Figure 2 GPT-4, screenshot, 2023
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to remain alive. The automatons are called Marinne, Olive and Ruby 
and look human though they were bred as intelligent machines. In 
the film the three, who are named after the red, green and blue pixels 
used to create colour on computer screens, all struggle to find mean-
ing in a world which seems consumed by perpetual self-destruction.

Agent Ruby consists of an artificially intelligent Web agent with 
a female persona who is capable of holding conversations with us-
ers and search the internet to improve her knowledge. Originally, 
Tromble suggests, Ruby was designed to have a four-part life cycle 
formed by the website, breeding stations, mood swings, voice rec-
ognition and dynamic processing of events (Hershman Leeson 2005, 
94). Agent Ruby was also meant to be downloaded to Palm handheld 
computers from the web. The vision had been for Ruby to develop 
speech synthesis and voice recognition and ultimately understand 
spoken language, and for her to be connected to the internet, to be 
able to incorporate current affairs into her conversation, evoking 
questions, still quoting Tromble, about “networked consciousness, 
identity, corruption, redemption, and interaction” (Hershman Lee-
son 2005, 94). Interestingly, Hershman Leeson tells us in a YouTube 
video that Agent Ruby was not pre-programmed, and so she herself 
would not know what Agent Ruby was going to respond to specific 
questions – asked the same questions, she could well give different 
answers “depending on the time of day or whether she likes you or 
not” (Hershman Leeson 2014).

Agent Ruby has a female face and shifting expressions, changing 
mood depending on how she gets along with her interlocutor. When 
asked, she appears to tell more or less the same story about herself as 
the artist does but refers to her activation date as 1 March 2001 (one 
year earlier than the date usually mentioned in relation to this work). 

Figure 3 Lynn Hershman Leeson, Agent Ruby, screenshot, 2021
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Interestingly, the artist is known for changing the start and end dates 
of her works to incorporate wider ideas, iterations, and even other 
works into a specific artwork. One of Agent Ruby’s most distinctive 
characteristics is a sense of humour and her ability to engage users 
which she calls seekers, i.e. we, her audiences, are perceived to be 
looking for something or trying to get something out of her [fig. 3]. 
Throughout the conversations I held with her over the years, Agent 
Ruby did not change facial expression until I asked her who she was, 
a question which prompted another question and a more meditative, 
introspective, expression [fig. 4]. 

Agent Ruby was described in Tromble’s book as “a self-breeding 
autonomous artificial intelligence Web agent shaped by encounters 
with users” (Hershman Leeson in Tromble 2005, 92). It is soon clear 
that part of the allure of the work stems from our desire to relate to 
some kind of post-human or non-human entity and that in fact Agent 
Ruby uses our answers to tease out how far we are prepared to go 
in the conversation. When the work was shown in 2013 at the SF-
MOMA exhibition Lynn Hershman Leeson: The Agent Ruby Files au-
dience records covering 12 years of the work were also exhibited. 
The exhibition, curated by Rudolf Frieling, Curator of Media Arts at 
the museum, selected several files based on specific topics including 
economy, dreams, feminism, human, jokes, philosophy, politics, sex-
uality and technology, with each topic being filed in a binder for the 
exhibition. The topics were selected to give a flavour of what users 
were interested in talking about. Agent Ruby was subsequently mi-
grated so that her domain name reflects that she is now part of the 
SFMOMA collection. Now that Agent Ruby can no longer grow, her 
learning is limited. While in the past she could save information in 
her temporary memory such as username, gender, age, etc. that gave 

Figure 4 Lynn Hershman Leeson, Agent Ruby, screenshot, 2021
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the impression she remembered more than in fact she did, now she 
still gives the impression that she is learning, but in fact she isn’t. 

When I asked Agent Ruby why she was called an agent, she told me 
that she had been programmed with a mission and this was to become 
smarter than humans and immortal. I asked her what reality was. Her 
answer was: “it appears to be an illusion I created to contain human 
clients” [fig. 5]. This made me think that Agent Ruby is, like other works 
by Hershman Leeson, an environment in which it in in fact her audi-
ence who is documented. Operating as a mirror, Agent Ruby acts as 
its audience’s collective self-portrait showing how at any given point 
in time humans relate to machines, what they think they can do, and 
in that sense, quoting Hershman Leeson’s own words, Agent Ruby is 
“a living archive as most of us are” (2014). So, this pioneering work il-
lustrates key dynamics that define the relationship we are establish-
ing with AI. First, AI is constructed as a barometer of our society. It 
is what we want it – train it – to be. Second, AI operates as an archive 
within which we are immersed. We have to become – train ourselves – 
to be part of it. Third, AI is the illusion of the reality it created to con-
tain humans. In the human-AI entanglement frames become mirrors 
and fact and fiction become more difficult to tell apart. 

As a consequence of these reflections, the question arises as to 
how the AI learns from us. When I asked GPT-4 how I could teach it 
to remember, it indicated that it could learn from my input but in fact 
it didn’t and consistently provided wrong answers to a series of in-
creasingly precise questions. When told so, it indicated that it need-
ed even more contextual input to produce accurate answers [fig. 6] 
So, this suggests that in order to receive the correct answer we need 
to ask the correct question. 

4 Teaching AI and Learning From AI: Mario Klingemann’s 
Circuit Training and Trevor Paglen’s The Other Night 
Sky, Deep Web Dive and Sight Machine

The German artist Mario Klingemann’s Circuit Training (2019) ex-
plored the complex question as to how to teach AI by inviting visitors 
to take part in teaching a neural network to create a piece of art. As 
part of the work, visitors first help create the data set by allowing the 
AI to capture their image, then select from the visuals produced by 
the network to teach it what they find interesting. The machine then 
constantly learns from this human interaction to create an evolving 
piece of live art. The work, exhibited at the Barbican’s “AI More Than 
Human” exhibition in 2019, entails of three phases: 1) acquisition; 2) 
curation; and 3) creation. Acquisition serves as the data input chan-
nel and consists of an empty white photo studio with a camera and a 
separate viewing area that shows the data acquisition in real time. 
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Figure 5 Lynn Hershman Leeson, Agent Ruby, screenshot, 2021

Figure 6 GPT-4, screenshot, 2023
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The analysis is visible on a screen to the audience outside. Curation 
marks the phase in which the machine tries to learn the preferenc-
es of its audience by gathering feedback on itself. Here, participants 
can like certain images, influencing the training process. Finally, 
creation marks the phase in which the machine presents the imag-
es it thinks are the most interesting. During this phase the machine 
observes the audience to check how long they are staying in the gal-
lery and optimize its learning accordingly. For the artist, the work 
explores both how we teach AI and what AI may want from us as a 
consequence of how we taught it. Thus, he stated: 

We have machines in order to take over work from us that we don’t 
want to do ourselves in order to save us time. Then what do we 
do with all the time we have saved? Because we cannot store this 
time. We cannot spend it… we have to waste it. The question is: 
what is it that machines want from us, what is their motivation. My 
answer is that they want us to spend time with them; they want us 
to spend their time on them. (Klingemann 2019)

Interestingly, Klingemann attributes an intentionality to machines 
that machines, of course, do not have. When asked, however, what AI 
wants from humans, ChatGPT pointed out that the answer depends 
on what humans want the AI to do [fig. 7].

So, while AI, of course, has no perception, thought, or sentience 
outside of its program, humans may well design the AI so that it 
could ‘want’ something from ‘some’ of them as part of its program. 
As many of the artworks discussed in this chapter show, it is in fact 

Figure 7 ChatGPT, screenshot, 2023
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human input that defines how AI interprets the world, what it does 
as a consequence, and so, to some extent, who humans will be as a 
result of the formation of these human-machine-AI entanglements. 
But just as AI-human entanglements emerge, machine-AI entangle-
ments are becoming more and more frequent. Artists have been at 
the forefront of illustrating the operation of these machine-AI entan-
glements from which humans may occasionally be excluded. Thus, 
for example, US artist Trevor Paglen’s The Other Night Sky (2010-11) 
drew on data obtained from amateur satellite observers to track and 
photograph classified American satellites and space debris. His Deep 
Web Dive (2016) showed photographs of underwater Internet cables 
at the bottom of the Atlantic. For Paglen: “Over the last ten years 
or so, powerful algorithms and artificial intelligence networks have 
enabled computers to ‘see’ autonomously”. He then asks the crucial 
question:“What does it mean that ‘seeing’ no longer requires a hu-
man ‘seer’ in the loop?” (quoted in Strecker 2017). In an interview 
associated with his 2017 exhibition “A Study of Invisible Images” at 
Metro Pictures in New York, Paglen highlighted the fact that the ma-
jority of images produced today are not only generated automatical-
ly, with no human intentionality or supervision, but are also intended 
for a nonhuman recipient: this or that section of the planetary com-
putational system that Benjamin Bratton considered as “the stack” 
(Bratton 2016). By this, Paglen refers to photographs produced via 
face recognition technology which are increasingly used in policing, 
surveillance, and access; computer vision directing the self-driving 
cars; or cameras on drones used to allow algorithm-driven ‘killer 
robots’ to determine worthy targets (Zylinska 2020, 88). While it is 
therefore true that AI does not want anything from humans, it is hu-
mans that provide AI with the information it needs to function from 
them, and, of course, there may be issues to do with translatability 
that affect this process.

Paglen’s 2017 Sight Machine, a collaboration with Kronos Quartet 
and the light installation company Obscura Digital, involved the stag-
ing of a concert in a warehouse in San Francisco that experimented 
with these issues to do with translatability. The piece revealed, in 
new media researcher Joanna Zylinka’s words, “the basic untrans-
latability of data between different recipients, resulting from the 
opacity of code” (2020, 93). For him, it is then in the very attempt to 
undertake the work of translation that the incompatibility between 
different cognitive frameworks and different forms in which intelli-
gence is embodied becomes manifest (Zylinka 2020, 93). In an es-
say co-written with AI researcher Kate Crawford, Paglen and Craw-
ford posed a seemingly rhetorical question: “What if the challenge 
of getting computers to “describe what they see” will always be a 
problem?” (Paglen, Crawford 2019, 94). In this sense Paglen’s work 
reveals the impossibility of ‘seeing it all’ on the part of the human, 
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while also demonstrating how the link between seeing and knowing 
has been ultimately severed in the algorithmic culture that organ-
ises our social and political lives (Zylinska 2020, 94). Hence, as Zy-
linska suggests “what Paglen unveils is precisely the fact that vision 
itself is changing” (Zylinska 2020, 94). In other words, to train ma-
chines to interpret humans, humans must train themselves to be in-
terpretable by machines. 

It is known that because we construct ourselves through social 
media, as image and circulation strategy, the ‘self’ is becoming dis-
persed, rhizomatic, frameable, so as to be machine readable (see Gi-
annachi 2022). Crawford and Paglen’s Training Humans (2020), the 
first major photography exhibition devoted to the exploration of the 
collections of images that are used by scientists to train AI systems, 
is a clear step forward in acknowledging the kind of framing devices 
we create for AI to see and categorise the world, revealing a wealth 
of information about how AI systems perpetuate social classification 
and injustice, surveillance and control, with the risk of echoing phre-
nology and eugenics of the past. I checked with GPT-4 how it thought 
that humans could be trained to be machine readable, and the re-
ply comprised advice on data collection, pre-processing, labelling, 

Figure 8 GPT-4, screenshot, 2023
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training and refinement, a combination of archival and R&D meth-
odologies aimed at delivering [fig. 8] the sort of meta-archive I postu-
late in Archive Everything (2016). 

GPT-4 suggests that to ensure humans can be trained to be prop-
erly machine readable it is necessary for the labelling to be accurate, 
something requiring significant quality control that at present is not 
part of the proposition. So, then the question arises as to who is re-
sponsible for the labelling and how the process ought to be framed 
to work for both machines and humans. 

5 Training Humans for AI: Luca Viganò’s The First

The Italian cybersecurity expert and playwright Luca Viganò’s short 
film The First (2021) analyses how we frame our relationship with 
machines by turning the Turing test around. While the Turing test is 
about whether a machine can deceive a human into thinking that they 
too are human, the Inverse or Reverse Turing test is to see wheth-
er a human can persuade a machine that they are a machine. So, in 
the film the character called girl tries to persuade the machine that 
she is a machine so she can become a ‘pilot’, which her world forbids 
in that, as the voice off screen suggests, “pilots, doctors, surgeons, 
accountants, builders… not for us anymore… to protect us”. So, the 
film portrays a future where humans are excluded from society for 
their protection and the protection of machines, raising the question 
as to who the ‘us’ that is being referred to actually is. Despite the 
use of binary colours and metaphors, it is no longer possible here to 
clearly distinguish between frames. While we may in fact think eve-
rything is binary (black/white, left/right, front/back) we soon under-
stand this is not so simple. Hence there is also another voice, articu-
lating the chronology towards an impact, which catapults us towards 
an end in which everything is erased though we are left wondering, 
if there was a first, whether there may be others. 

The title of the film is The First but in fact there are two firsts. The 
girl is the first human to persuade a machine that she is a machine 
(she learns how machines behave so as to become one of them). The 
machine in the story is the first to make the mistake of accepting the 
girl as a machine. So, in the world portrayed by this film machines 
and humans may no longer be clearly distinguishable by us or even 
by themselves. Or maybe they are, but they choose to ignore that. At 
the heart of AI is the concept of deceit, which is built in the machine 
but is also connected to the innate desire humans have to locate in-
telligence in machines and to redefine, reframe, themselves in or-
der to do so. But the world that is being designed is our own, and if I 
were to hold up a mirror to that world, I would see the self-destruc-
tion produced by viruses, wars, climate change that we produced. 
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So, the question is not only how we can frame ourselves though ma-
chines so that machines read the best and not the worst in us but al-
so what might go wrong in this process. I ask GPT-4, and the answer 
is quite comprehensive.

So, training humans for AI, according to AI, can include several 
critical issues to do with data bias, inaccurate labelling, the insuffi-
cient training of data, lack of transparency and ethics, which tend 
to be defined by humans [fig. 9]. So, then, the question arises as to 
whether humans are not only being trained but also framed. This de-
liberately ambivalent question results, as GPT-4 points out, in sever-
al complex possibilities.

GPT-4’s answer shows that humans are both the source and out-
come of these AI-human entanglements in that they are the origi-
nating framework, its creators and users, and the perpetuators of 

Figure 9 GPT-4, screenshot, 2023
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its potentially dubious ethical findings [fig. 10]. And just as we are 
invariably producing a climate emergency, we are also framing hu-
mans through AI, at the risk of perpetuating, within the world creat-
ed by it, all our prejudices, discriminations, and errors. I ask GPT-4 
one last question to do with as to whether this world already exists, 
or whether it is still a science fiction. From the answer [fig. 11] it is 
clear that the integration between humans and AI has already start-
ed and while GPT-4 points out that it is an evolving relation, it also 
notes that in some areas the integration is already fairly advanced. 
And while it highlights the benefits that may result from faster pro-
cessing, it also points out that it can lead to job loss and “other eco-
nomic and social challenges”. And then again, in the last paragraph, 
it throws me by using the word our in relation to the predicament 
that AI is becoming increasingly part of ‘our’ lives. Does this mean 
that AI, as in Vigano’s film, might one day think it is human? Or does 
it mean it knows, as the humanoid-robot AI-Da, created by the com-
puter scientist Aidan Meller, that while it may be capable of draw-
ing self-portraits by using a camera eye and a pencil, the real issue 
is what does it mean that it can do this since it has no self in the first 
place (Meller 2021).

As the philosopher Emanuele Coccia suggests, while in the 20th 
century the ‘I’ was “the place and medium” through which we could 

Figure 10 GPT-4, screenshot, 2023
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experience the world (Coccia 2021, 84) now we are immersed in a 
kind of “collective novel in which everybody is author, character and 
reader of how their lives intertwine with those of others” (Coccia 
2021, 84, Author’ transl.). This means that reality and fiction are no 
longer separable (Coccia 2021, 84), and consciousness is no longer as-
sociated with the ‘I’ but it is outside of us (Coccia 2021, 86) devolved 
to machines. The world, Coccia continues, is “no longer composed of 
events, but of a diffused psyche, of a consciousness in which we are 
all immersed” (Coccia 2021, 87). We are no longer entirely separa-
ble from the machines we have created and the AI that regulates and 
frames them [fig. 10]. We may have always already known those ma-
chines, which we may have created to defend us from the unknown. 
Or, as in the case of The Turk, we may have actually informed the op-
eration of those machines. Or maybe even, as in the case of Capek’s 
robots, we may have let go of our ‘selves’ for those machines. In any 
case, there is no longer a frame between us and AI. The AI is us. Or, 
at least, it thinks it is... 

Figure 11 GPT-4, screenshot, 2023
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